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ABSTRACT
Ontologies are conceptual models of particular domains,
and domains can be modeled di!erently, representing
di!erent opinions, beliefs or perspectives. In other terms,
ontologies may disagree with some particular pieces of
information and among themselves. Assessing such agree-
ments and disagreements is very useful in a variety of
scenarios, in particular when integrating external ele-
ments of information into existing ones. In this paper,
we present a set of measures to evaluate the agreement
and disagreement of an ontology with a statement or
with other ontologies. While our work goes beyond the
naive approach of checking for logical inconsistencies, it
relies on a complete formal framework based on the se-
mantics of the considered ontologies. The experiments
realized on several concrete scenarios show the validity
of our approach and the usefulness of measuring agree-
ment and disagreement in ontologies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.4 [ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE]: Knowledge
Representation Formalisms and Methods

General Terms
Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords
Ontologies, Agreement, Disagreement, Consensus, Con-
troversy

1. INTRODUCTION
Ontologies are knowledge artifacts representing partic-
ular models of some particular domains. They are built
within the communities that rely on them, meaning that
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they represent consensual representations inside these
communities. However, several ontologies can cover
the same domain, while being built by and for di!er-
ent communities. In these cases, di!erent perspectives,
points of view and opinions might be expressed on the
same concepts and objects of the domain, i.e. ontologies
might disagree.
Knowing to which extent an ontology agrees with an-
other one, or with a particular statement, can be very
useful in many scenarios. When using several ontologies
in a common application, for example, disagreement
can create unexpected results for the user. Also, when
reusing statements from other ontologies while building
a new one, there is a need for some formal measures
to indicate whether or not there exists a general agree-
ment concerning a candidate statement, in the current
ontology or in other, external ontologies. Realizing that
there is a high level of disagreement in available ontolo-
gies with a given statement, or that there is no clear cut
between agreement and disagreement, can be very use-
ful in pointing out potentially problematic statements
or ontologies.
One way to detect whether there is a disagreement be-
tween two ontologies is to rely on the presence of logi-
cal contradictions. The two ontologies can be merged,
based on mappings between their entities, and the re-
sulting model be checked for inconsistencies and inco-
herences (the same approach can be used to check if an
ontology disagrees with a statement). While this ap-
proach would certainly detect some forms of disagree-
ment, it su!ers from a number of limitations. First, it
only checks whether the ontologies disagree or not. It
does not provide any granular notion of disagreement
and, if no contradictions are detected, it does not nec-
essary means that the ontologies agree. Indeed, while
two ontologies about two completely di!erent, non over-
lapping domains would certainly not disagree, they do
not agree either. More importantly, logical contradic-
tions are not the only way for two ontologies to disagree.
Indeed, there could also be conceptual mismatches, like
in the case where one ontology declares that “Lion is
a subclass of Species” and the other one indicates that
“Lion is an instance of Species”. Even at content level,
logical contradictions would not detect some form of



disagreements. Indeed, the two statements “Human is
a subclass of Animal” and “Animal is a subclass of Hu-
man” do not generate any incoherence. However, they
disagree in the sense that, if put together, they gener-
ate results that were not expected from any of the two
ontologies.
This other type of disagreement could be checked by us-
ing the notion of conservative extension [4]. Informally,
a conservative extension of an ontology is an ontology
where axioms have been added which do not ‘a!ect’
the relations that can be inferred about the entities of
the original ontology. Therefore, merging two ontolo-
gies and checking whether the result is a conservative
extension of both the original ontologies would give in-
dications of some forms of disagreement. However, this
would also only result in a ‘black box test’, not provid-
ing a granular notion of disagreement or a proper notion
of agreement.
For these reasons, we developed a set of measures to
assess both the level of agreement and the level of dis-
agreement between a statement and an ontology or a
set of ontologies, as well as between two ontologies.
While these measures provide quantitative evaluations
for agreement and disagreement, they rely on the for-
mal properties of the ontologies and on the semantics
of the ontology language to compare what is expressed
by di!erent statements and ontologies, detecting logical
contradictions as well as other forms of contradictions.

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
Based on the usage scenarios quickly sketched above
and on the analysis of the limitations of the basic ap-
proaches relying on logical contradictions and conserva-
tive extensions, we devised an number of requirements
that our measures should fulfill:

R1: Ontologies agree with themselves. This is a fairly
obvious starting point, meaning that our measures
should provide maximal results for agreement (and
no disagreement) when checking an ontology against
itself. It also means that we assume the ontologies
we assess to be consistent, coherent, and homoge-
neous in terms of modeling.

R2: Covering di!erent domains is not agreeing. We
consider that there is a fundamental di!erence be-
tween agreeing and not talking about the same
things. This means that, when applied on ontolo-
gies or statements that cover completely di!erent
domains (i.e. for which there is no mapping be-
tween the entities), our measures should indicate
that there is no disagreement and no agreement.

R3: Di!erent levels of agreement/disagreement. As
already mentioned, there are di!erent reasons for
which an ontology might disagree with another one
(at the level of the content, logically or not, at the
level of the representation, etc.) These di!erent
kinds of disagreements should be considered with

di!erent levels of importance, leading to granular
measures rather than binary tests.

R4: Independent from matching techniques. In order
the check the agreement/disagreement of an on-
tology with respect to another ontology or a state-
ment, corresponding entities should be related through
mappings. However, the way these mappings are
produced should not a!ect the computation of the
agreement/disagreement measures. Therefore, we
will assume the existence of mappings we can ex-
ploit, without considering any particular approach
to produce such mappings. In our experiments,
we will use a simple technique based on the lexical
correspondence between the entities’ names.

R5: It is possible to agree and disagree at the same
time. Two ontologies may agree on some state-
ments and disagree on some others, meaning that,
depending on the number of statements in each
category and on the level of agreement/disagreement
for each statement, the two ontologies might agree
and disagree at di!erent levels. It should even be
possible for an ontology to both agree and disagree
with one single statement. Indeed, we consider the
case of an ontology that contains the statement
“Lion is a subclass of Species” and for which we
want to check whether it agrees with the statement
“Lion is an instance of Species”. As already men-
tioned, this ontology disagrees at a modeling level
with this statement. However, at content level, it
agrees to a certain extent that Lion is included in
Species.

3. BASIC FRAMEWORK
In this section, we consider an ontology O to be defined
as a set of statements (corresponding to axioms in the
description logic terminology). A statement is the ex-
pression of a relation between two entities of the ontol-
ogy in the form of a triple < subject, relation, object >.
In RDF-based ontology languages, relation corresponds
to the identifier of a property (its URI), subject corre-
sponds either to the URI of an entity or to an anony-
mous resource, and object corresponds to the URI of
an entity, an anonymous resource or a literal. In the
following, we base our definition of agreement and dis-
agreement on whether or not an ontology conflicts with
a relation linking two named entities. Hence, we chose
to ignore the cases of anonymous entities (i.e., blank
nodes in RDF) and literals. This does not mean that
our measures could not be applied to ontologies con-
taining such elements, but simply that we will only use
statements where the subjects and objects are identi-
fiers of entities.

As already mentioned, the atomic element on which on-
tologies can express agreement or disagreement is the
statement. Indeed, an ontology can contain informa-
tion that contradict, or on the contrary enforce the one
expressed through a particular statement, and so can



agree or disagree with it. We define two elementary
functions representing respectively the agreement and
the disagreement levels of an ontology O with respect
to a statement s =< subject, relation, object >:

agreement(O, s) " [0..1]
disagreement(O, s) " [0..1]

We chose to use two distinct measures for agreement
and disagreement so that an ontology can, at the same
time and to certain extents, agree and disagree with a
statement (cf. R3, R5). These two measures have to
be interpreted together to indicate the particular be-
lief expressed by the ontology O regarding the state-
ment s. For example, if agreement(O, s) = 1 and
disagreement(O, s) = 0, it means that O fully agrees
with s and conversely if agreement(O, s) = 0 and disa-
greement(O, s) = 1, it fully disagrees with s. Now,
agreement and disagreement can vary between 0 and 1,
meaning that O can only partially agree or disagree with
s (cf. R3) and sometimes both, when agreement(O, s) >
0 and disagreement(O, s) > 0 (cf. R5). Finally, an-
other case is when agreement(O, s) = 0 and disagree-
ment(O, s) = 0. This basically means that O neither
agrees nor disagrees with s, for the reason that it does
not express any belief regarding the relation encoded by
s (cf. R2).

The actual values returned for both measures, when
di!erent from 0 and 1, are not very important. They
correspond to di!erent levels of dis/agreement and only
an order between pre-defined levels is needed to inter-
pret them. In this work, we consider two di!erent levels
of agreement and of disagreement di!erent from 0 and
1, defined as follows:

0 < A1 < A2 < 1
0 < D2 < D1 < 1

Note again that the actual values for these levels are not
significant, only the total order between them. How-
ever, to facilitate comparisons of measures, desirable
properties are that A1 + A2 = 1, D1 + D2 = 1, A1 +
D1 = 1 and A2 + D2 = 1.

To be able to compute a (non-null) level of dis/agreement,
it is necessary that the ontology O covers the entities
related by the statement s. Thus, we need to iden-
tify entities in O that correspond to the entities in the
tested statement s. For this, we assume the existence
of a function match(O, e) that returns the identifier of
an entity e! in O (cf. R4). To simplify the notation, we
will call s! and o! the matching entities in an ontology
O of the subject and object of a statement < s, r, o >
respectively.

Note that the match function does not need to be com-
pletely defined, meaning that it can happen that no
matching entities are found in O for s or o. However,
the following definitions will assume the existence of s!

and o!. Hence we consider that agreement(O, t) = 0
and disagreement(O, t) = 0, with t =< s, r, o >, i!
match(O, s) or match(O, o) are undefined.

4. MEASURING AGREEMENT AND DIS-

AGREEMENT OF AN ONTOLOGY RE-

GARDING A STATEMENT
Based on the basic definitions of the previous section,
we can now devise a formal way to compute the agree-
ment and disagreement measures between statements
and ontologies. As mentioned before, these measures
should essentially assess whether or not the relation be-
tween entities expressed in the considered statement s
is ‘validated’ by the ontology. The central element to
consider for our measures is therefore the type of the re-
lation r in the considered statement < s, r, o >. This re-
lation can either be a property included in the ontology
representation language, i.e., one of {subClassOf, eq-
uivalentClass, domain, range, disjointWith, type, sa-
meAs, differentFrom, subPropertyOf}, or a generic,
user-defined property R (e.g., isPartOf , isAuthorOf).

To assess dis/agreement between this statement and the
ontology O, we then need to compare the relation en-
coded in the statement, and the relations that are ex-
pressed between corresponding entities in O. In other
terms, we need to extract from O statements that ex-
press relations between s! and o!, the entities matching
s and o. Note that these statements should not neces-
sarily be declared in O, but can also be entailed from
O. This leads to the definition of the R-module of an
ontology O with respect to a statement < s, r, o >.

The R-module of an ontology O with respect to a
statement < s, r, o > is the list of statements of the
form < s!, ?, o! > or < o!, ?, s! > that are entailed by
O. Formally, it is defined by RM(O, < s, r, o >) =
{st =< s!, r!, o! > or st =< o!, r!, s! > | match(O, s) =
s! # match(O, o) = o! # O |= st}. Note that RM can
be empty, meaning that the ontology does not express
any relation between the two given entities.

The R-module represents a complete set of statements
that O directly or indirectly expresses about the rela-
tions between s and o. In order to make it a minimal,
concise summary of these relations, we introduce the
notion of non-redundant R-module.

The non-redundant R-module of an ontology O with
respect to a statement < s, r, o > is a subset of the cor-
responding R-module such that none of the statements
included can be inferred from other statements in the
set. Formally, it is defined by MRM(O, < s, r, o >) =
{st =< s!, r!, o! > or st =< o!, r!, s! > | st $ RM(O, <
s, r, o >) # RM(O, < s, r, o >)\{st} %|= st}. Note that,
since we exclude statements involving the meta-model
of the language, a non-empty R-module cannot lead to
an empty non-redundant R-module.

In addition, according to requirement R1, we assume
that MRM(O, < s, r, o >) is a consistent and coher-
ent set of axioms, so that it cannot contain for ex-



ample both statements < s, subClassOf, o > and <
s, disjointWith, o >. Also, MRM(O, < s, r, o >) should
not contain any modeling conflict, meaning for example
that it should not imply that an entity is at the same
time a class and an individual, like in the two state-
ments < s, subClassOf, o > and < s, type, o >.

As for the relation in the considered statement, the
MRM of an ontology can contain any kind of rela-
tion, in particular properties of the language and user-
defined relations. In the later case, we need to dis-
tinguish the cases of relations that match the one de-
scribed in the statement (i.e., when match(O, r) = r!).
In order to simplify the notations, we represent the
set of statements in a MRM as a set of relations be-
tween s! and o!. In this notation, a statement such as
< s!, subClassOf, o! > is represented by the relation
subClassOf and the statement < o!, subClassOf, s! >
by the relation subClassOf"1. Concerning user-defined
properties, a statement < s!, r!, o! > is represented by
matchRelation if match(O, r) = r!, r being the relation
in the considered statement, and by mismatchRelation
if not.

One of the interesting properties of the set MRM in
this notation is that, due to the fact that it is non-
redundant, consistent and coherent, and that it does not
contain conflicts at modeling level, there exists only a fi-
nite set of possible MRMs whatever are the considered
ontology and the considered statement. In other terms,
there exist only a restricted number of allowed combina-
tions of relations, as MRM sets such as {subClassOf, sub-
ClassOf"1, equivalentClass}, {subClassOf, disjoint-
With} or {subClassOf, type} do not comply with the
definition.

Finally, assessing the levels of agreement and disagree-
ment between a statement and an ontology O consists
in comparing the relation r expressed in the statement,
and the corresponding MRM from O, to check whether
they enforce or contradict each other. Considering that
there are only a finite set of possible situations, the re-
sult of the agreement (respct. disagreement) measure
can be completely defined by a matrix establishing the
returned values depending on the relation r and on the
set MRM . The matrixes we propose for our measures
are shown in Table 1, but can be customized for specific
needs. The methodology used to build these matrixes
and the impact of using di!erent parameters are out of
the scope of this paper.

As an example, if we consider the statement st =<
Person, sameAs, Human > and as MRM for the on-
tology O the set {subClassOf}, we obtain from these
matrixes the following values for the measures of agree-
ment and disagreement:

agreement(st, O) = A1
disagreement(st, O) = D1

indicating that st and O both partially agree (because
both believe there is an overlap between Human and
Person) and partially disagree (because they do not
express the same level of overlap, and they use di!erent
modeling, considering classes in one case and instances
in the other case).

5. MEASURING AGREEMENT AND DIS-

AGREEMENTBETWEENTWOONTOLO-

GIES
Considering that ontologies are made of statements, ex-
tending the measures above to compute agreement and
disagreement between two ontologies should be rela-
tively straightforward, using the average of each mea-
sure for each statement of an ontology against the other
ontology. However, there are two issues related to this
approach. First, the measures would not be symmet-
ric, as declared statements would be considered in one
case, and entailed ones in the other case. Second, in
cases where the ontologies only have a small overlap,
the results would be lowered down by all the statements
which would not find matches from one ontology to the
other (resulting in null values for both agreement and
disagreement).

For these reasons, we define the measures of agreement
and disagreement between ontologies in the following
way:

agreement(O1, O2) =P
st!ST1

agreement(st,O2)+
P

st!ST2
agreement(st,O1)

|ST1|+|ST2|

disagreement(O1, O2) =P
st!ST1

disagreement(st,O2)+
P

st!ST2
disagreement(st,O1)

|ST1|+|ST2|

where ST1 = {< s, p, o >$ O1 | match(s, O2) %= & #
match(o, O2) %= &} and ST2 = {< s, p, o >$ O2 | match(s,
O1) %= &#match(o, O1) %= &}. In this way, only relevant
statements are checked for agreement and disagreement
(ST1 and ST2) and the measures are symmetric.

6. MEASURING CONSENSUS AND CON-

TROVERSIES
In some scenarios, it is useful to have measures on how
much a statement is dis/agreed in a set of available
ontologies, i.e., to which extent there is a consensus
over this statement in these ontologies. Conversely, a
related information concerns the level of controversy on
the statement, i.e. whether there is a clear cut between
agreement and disagreement.

To compute such measures, we need to assess of the
global dis/agreement in the considered set of ontologies
with a statement st. We represent the available ontolo-
gies as a set R of ontologies, which in practice can be
implemented as an ontology repository. In our experi-
ments we will use the set of ontologies collected by the



r sClass equiv. dom. range disj. type same di!. sProp. R
& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sClass 1 A2 0 0 0 A2 A1 0 A1 0
sClass"1 A1 A2 0 0 0 0 A1 0 0 0
equiv. A2 1 0 0 0 A1 A2 0 A1 0
disj. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 A2 0 0
dom. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
dom."1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
range 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
range"1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
dom./range 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
dom."1/range"1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sProp A2 A1 0 0 0 A1 A1 0 1 0
sProp"1 0 A1 0 0 0 0 A1 0 A1 0
type A2 A1 0 0 0 1 A1 0 A1 0
type"1 0 A1 0 0 0 A1 A1 0 0 0
same A1 A2 0 0 0 A1 1 0 A1 0
match 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
match"1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mmatch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
same/match A1 A2 0 0 0 A1 1 0 A1 1
same/match"1 A1 A2 0 0 0 A1 1 0 A1 0
same/mmatch A1 A2 0 0 0 A1 1 0 A1 0
di!. 0 0 0 0 A2 0 0 1 0 0
di!./match 0 0 0 0 A2 0 0 1 0 1
di!./ match"1 0 0 0 0 A2 0 0 1 0 0
di!.mmatch 0 0 0 0 A2 0 0 1 0 0
r sClass equiv. dom. range disj. type same di!. sProp. R
& D1 D1 D2 D2 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D2
sClass 0 D2 D1 D1 1 D2 D1 1 D2 D1
sClass"1 D1 D2 D1 D1 1 D1 D2 1 D1 D1
equiv. D2 0 D1 D1 1 D1 D2 1 D1 D1
disj. 1 1 D1 D1 0 1 1 D2 1 D1
dom. D1 D1 0 0 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1
dom."1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1
range D1 D1 0 0 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1
range"1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1
dom./range D1 D1 0 0 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1
dom."1/range"1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1
sProp D2 D1 D1 D1 1 D1 D1 1 0 D1
sProp"1 D1 D1 D1 D1 1 D1 D1 1 D1 D1
type D2 D1 D1 D1 1 0 D1 1 D1 D1
type"1 D1 D1 D1 D1 1 D1 D1 1 D1 D1
same D1 D2 D1 D1 1 D1 0 1 D1 D1
match D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 0 0 D1 0
match"1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 0 0 D1 D1
mmatch D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 0 0 D1 D2
same/match D1 D2 D1 D1 1 D1 0 1 D1 0
same/match"1 D1 D2 D1 D1 1 D1 0 1 D1 D1
same/mmatch D1 D2 D1 D1 1 D1 0 1 D1 D2
di!. 1 1 D1 D1 D2 1 1 0 1 D2
di!./match 1 1 D1 D1 D2 1 1 0 1 0
di!./match"1 1 1 D1 D1 D2 1 1 0 1 D1
di!./mmatch 1 1 D1 D1 D2 1 1 0 1 D2

Table 1: Matrix definitions of the agreement (top) and disagreement (bottom) measures, depending
on the relation r in the considered statement, and the set of relations in the MRM from the considered
ontology O. R represents a user-defined property. Other relations are abbreviated.



Watson system1. We then compute the agreement and
disagreement measures between a statement st and this
repository R as a simple average, but taking only into
account ontologies matching the entities of st:

agreement(st, R) =
P

O!rR agreement(st,O)
|rR|

disagreement(st, R) =
P

O!rR disagreement(st,O)

|rR|
where st =< s, p, o > and rR = {O $ R | match(s, O) %=
& # match(o, O) %= &}.

The level of consensus concerning a statement st corre-
sponds to the level of certainty on whether ontologies
in R agree or disagree with st. We say that there is
a high level of (positive consensus) if the overall agree-
ment about this statement is high and the overall dis-
agreement is low. Thus, we define the measure of con-
sensus in a set of ontologies R upon a statement st as
follows:

consensus(st, R) =
agreement(st, R)' disagreement(st, R)

this measure should be interpreted in the following way:

• if consensus(st, R) > 0 then it represents the level
of ‘positive’ consensus in R about st, meaning that
there is a consensus on agreement.

• if consensus(st, R) < 0 then it represents the level
of ‘negative’ consensus in R about st, meaning that
there is a consensus on disagreement.

We consider the notion of controversy to be the inverse
from the one of consensus: there is a high level of con-
troversy on a given statement when there is no clear
cut between agreement and disagreement, i.e. there is
a low level of consensus. Therefore, the measure of con-
troversy in a set of ontologies R upon a statement st
can simply be computed in the following way:

controversy(st, R) = 1 ' |consensus(st, R)|

7. USAGESCENARIOSANDEXPERIMENTS
To test the behavior of our measures, we experiment
on computing them on three concrete scenarios based
on the Watson collection of ontologies. In these experi-
ments, we use a simple lexical matching technique, and
define A1 = 0.25, A2 = 0.75, D2 = 0.25 and D1 = 0.75.

7.1 Assessing Statements in theWatsonPlugin
Watson [1] is a gateway to the Semantic Web. It col-
lects, indexes and gives access to online knowledge avail-
able in ontologies and semantic documents. It is a Se-
mantic Web search engine, but focusing on supporting
applications in exploiting the Semantic Web through a
set of high level APIs.

To help ontology engineers benefit from Watson, we de-
veloped the Watson Plugin for ontology editors [2]. This
1http://watson.kmi.open.ac.uk

plugin allows the developer of an ontology to query Wat-
son for entities corresponding to the ones in the built
ontology, and to automatically integrate selected state-
ments from these external entities into the ontology.

In this tool, it is essential to be able to assess state-
ments, to identify the ones that can be safely integrated
into the built ontology from the ones that require more
attention. Here, we consider the case of an ontology en-
gineer who needs to integrate to her ontology the class
SeaFood. The Watson Plugin retrieves a set of state-
ments for this class from other ontologies. We then
compute the overall agreement and disagreement mea-
sures in Watson for each of these statements, as well
as the consensus and controversy measures. The re-
sults are summarized in Table 2. Note that, in this ta-
ble, ‘lexically similar’ statements are grouped together
(the table indicates the number of ontologies where each
statement appears).

As can be seen from these results, the 4 first statements
are fully agreed with by ontologies in Watson, meaning
that all the ontologies containing both entities of each
statement express exactly the same relation as the one
of the statement. The 3 next statements also have a
very high level of agreement, and a very low level of
disagreement. This is mainly due to a few ontologies
containing the right entities, but not necessarily relat-
ing them. Hence, there is a high level of consensus on
these statements. Finally the 2 last statements are the
ones for which there is the highest level of controversy.
The last one is by far the most disagreed with (which
correlate with the high level of agreement of the other
one contradicting it), clearly indicating that it should
be considered carefully whether it can be integrated into
the ontology being developed.

Another interesting example is the one of the statement
< river, subClassOf, sea >, which gives a high level of
disagreement (0.766). The disagreement is not 1 in that
case, because only very few ontologies express explicitly
contradicting relations. However, in this case, the level
of agreement is 0: There is no ontology to actually agree
with this statement.

7.2 Checking Automatically Discovered Rela-

tions
A similar scenario to the one presented above concerns
automatically discovered relations between ontological
entities, in particular in the task of ontology match-
ing [3]. Indications about the level of dis/agreement
concerning the derived relations can help filter out pos-
sibly problematic relations and so improve the precision
of matching. For this to be achieved, we need to show
that there are exploitable correlations between our mea-
sures and the ‘correctness’ of the considered relations.

For this experiment, we exploit the set of ontology map-



Statement Nb1 Nb2 a d cs ct
< SeaFood, disjointWith, Dessert > 12 12 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
< Fowl, disjointWith, SeaFood > 11 11 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
< Pasta, disjointWith, SeaFood > 12 12 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
< SeaFood, subClassOf, EdibleThing > 11 11 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
< ShellF ish, subClassOf, SeaFood > 14 16 0.937 0.047 0.89 0.109
< Fish, subClassOf, SeaFood > 12 14 0.928 0.053 0.875 0.125
< SeaFood, disjointWith, Fruit > 11 14 0.85 0.1 0.75 0.25
< Meat, disjointWith, SeaFood > 8 16 0.75 0.22 0.53 0.46
< SeaFood, subClassOf, Meat > 4 16 0.125 0.844 -0.719 0.281

Table 2: Dis/agreement measures on statements from the Watson Plugin with the class SeaFood. Nb1
is a number of ontologies in which the statement appears and Nb2 the number of ontologies containing
entities matching the subject and object of the statement. Measures of agreement (a), disagreement
(d), consensus (cs) and controversy (ct) are computed on the Watson collection.

pings between 2 large thesaurus in the agriculture do-
main described in [5], which has been partially evalu-
ated by 3 persons. We filter out mappings for which
the global measures of agreement, disagreement, con-
sensus and controversy cannot be computed (because
no ontology contains the corresponding entities). We
obtain a set of 456 mappings, out of which 325 have
been evaluated to be correct (71.3% precision).

To check the behavior of our measures, we computed
the averages of the measures of global agreement, global
disagreement, consensus and controversy for both the
mappings that have been evaluated correct by evalu-
ators and the ones marked as incorrect (see Table 3).
As expected, these values show a significant di!erence,
with agreement and consensus favoring correct map-
pings, while disagreement and controversy favor incor-
rect mappings. To confirm these results, we also com-
puted the correlations between each measure and the
evaluated correctness of the mappings2. The results
(see Table 3) show clear positive correlations for agree-
ment and consensus, and negative correlations for dis-
agreement and controversy (though the correlation for
controversy is less significant). This confirms that there
is a link between our agreement-related measures and
the correctness of statements and so that these mea-
sures can be used to facilitate the assessment of such
relations. Indeed, we calculated that, using the ade-
quate threshold, we could obtain a precision value of
up to 80% on the tested mappings by filtering on the
measure of consensus alone.

7.3 Facilitating the Selection of Ontologies
Watson and other Semantic Web search engines provide
the elementary functionalities to search and explore on-
tologies, but to better support the task of selecting the
right ontologies, there is a need for a complete overview
of the set of candidate ontologies they return and on

2Using the Pearson sample correlation measure.

how they relate to each other. Here, we experiment
on using the agreement and disagreement measures to
provide one element of such an overview. We used the
21 ontologies returned by Watson when querying for
semantic documents containing a class with the term
SeaFood in its ID or label and computed the agreement
and disagreement measures for all pairs of ontologies in
this set. The results are shown in Figure 1 where ontolo-
gies are numbered according to their rank in Watson3.

Analyzing these diagrams, it appears that there is a
certain level of ‘coherence’ in the results. In particular,
homogeneous clusters can be built from the agreement
and disagreement values. Indeed, the ontologies O1,
O2, O3, O4, O5, O6, O7, O11, O12, O13, O16, O17,
O18, O19 and O20 all fully agree with each other and,
at the same time, partially agree and disagree with O14
and O15. O14 and O15 also form a cluster since they
agree with each other, and consistently disagree with
the same set of ontologies (the reason being that O14
and O15 are the ontologies considering that SeaFood is
a subclass of Meat, but agree on all the other related
statements). O21 is also particular, since it disagrees
with most of the ontologies of the first cluster, some-
times fully. Indeed, it also considers SeaFood to be a
subclass of Meat, and additionally disagrees on several
other statements with some of the other ontologies (for
example, it considers that tuna is a subclass of fish while
several other ontologies consider tuna as an instance of
fish). O8, O9 and O10 are particular since there is only
a very small overlap between them and the other on-
tologies. For example, O9 only agrees with O11 that
Vegan is a subclass of Vegetarian.

As a result of this experiment, it appears that the agree-
ment and disagreement measures provide interesting el-
ements for analyzing a set of candidate ontologies to
identify possible contradictions, exceptions, as well as

3valid on the 20/04/2009.



agreemt disagreemt cons. contro.
avg. correct 0.60 0.30 0.30 0.32

avg. incorrect 0.45 0.41 0.05 0.40
correlation 0.166 -0.165 0.165 -0.109

Table 3: Average of each measures on the sets
of correct and incorrect mappings, and Pearson
correlation between the measures and the cor-
rectness of the mappings.

Figure 1: Agreement (top) and disagreement
(bottom) relations among the 21 test ontolo-
gies. Plain lines represent full dis/agreement
(measures’ values = 1). Dashed lines represent
partial dis/agreement (measures’ values greater
than 0).

sets of ontologies expressing compatible knowledge, hence
supporting a more informed choice of ontologies to reuse.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a set of formally defined
measures relying on the formal semantics of ontologies
to assess the agreement and disagreement between a
statement and an ontology or a set of ontologies, as well
as between two ontologies. We have realized a straight-
forward implementation of all the measures described
above and tested them on a number of examples.

At a short term, we intend to provide these measures
as Web services on top of Watson, allowing external
applications to check agreement related measures for
particular statements. In particular, these services will
be used in the Watson Plugin to provide useful indica-
tions to help the user in selecting good statements, and
to rank them according to their level of dis/agreement.

Another interesting direction concerns the computation
of ‘explanations’ for the measures, showing what state-
ments conflict or enforce the one which is tested and,
in addition to providing measures of agreements and
disagreements between ontologies, also computing pre-
cisely ‘on what’ the considered ontologies dis/agree.

Finally, we believe that there are many possible usage
scenarios for our measures which we have not explored
yet. In particular, it would be interesting to investi-
gate how meta information such as trust statements on
particular ontologies could be propagated based on the
dis/agreement values between these ontologies.
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